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1. Introduction. This paper deals with two things: first the cohomology of

the real Grassmann spaces; and secondly, relations between the various char-

acteristic classes of re-plane bundles. Let fn be a real w-plane bundle over a

paracompact space B. With f" we associate the Stiefel-Whitney character-

istic class

war) = i + Wi(r) + • ■ ■ + wn(r),

where Wi(^n)EHl(B; Zf) (Z = integers, Zr = integers mod r). We refer to

Milnor [4] for the properties of re-plane bundles and for the axioms which

the Stiefel-Whitney classes satisfy.

Similarly, let co" be a complex w-plane bundle over a paracompact space X.

With co" we associate the Chern characteristic class

c(un) = 1 + a(un) + ■ ■ ■ + c„(co"),

where Ci(o)n)EH2i(X; Z). The Chern characteristic classes are axiomatized

by Hirzebruch in [3].

The remaining characteristic classes we consider are the Pontrjagin

classes. Given a real re-plane bundle f, the Pontrjagin class *(f) is defined by

(i-D *,(r) = (-i)Wr.)       (* = o, i, ■ • •, [re/2]),

where fc is the complexification of the bundle f (see [4, XII] for details).

Thus, pi(Z)EH"(B; Z), where B is the base of j\

For the results which follow we will need the following relationship be-

tween the Pontrjagin and Chern classes. Suppose thatco" is a complex re-plane

bundle. Each fibre of wM is then an re-dimensional complex vector space. By

restricting attention to the real numbers as scalars, we see that each fibre

is also a 2re-dimensional real vector space. Thus, co" gives rise to a real 2«-

plane bundle, co% We then have the following result relating the classes of

these two bundles (see Wu [9] and [4, §XII]):
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(1.2) Theorem.

Pi(Jk) = (d(u))2 + JZ (-l)i+J2c,-(A)c2i^(A).
y=o

Grassmann complexes. In order to obtain further results on the char-

acteristic classes we will study the cohomology of the real Grassmann com-

plexes, Gn (n = l, 2, • • •). These are defined as follows. Let Rm denote

the countable direct sum of the real numbers: i.e., a point in RK is a sequence

(r"ii r2, • ■ • , r„, • • ■ ), rtCR, where all but a finite number of r< are zero.

Define Gn to be the set of all w-dimensional linear subspaces of 7?°°. Milnor

shows that Gn is in fact a CW-complex (see [4, V]), and exhibits the cell-

decomposition.

With each complex G„ we associate a canonical w-plane bundle, 7", by

defining

(1.3) 7" = (En, Tn, Gj),

where

En= {(V, e) I V is an n-dimensional subspace of 7?°°, eC V}; irn(V, e) = V.

Notice that Gi = P°°, the infinite dimensional real projective space. The im-

portance of the spaces G„ is underlined by the following classification theorem

(see [5, 19.3]):

(1.4) Theorem. Let X be a paracompact space. Then, the equivalence classes

of real n-plane bundles over X are in 1-1 correspondence with the homotopy classes

of maps X-+Gn.

The cohomology of the space Gn is therefore important, since it is mapped

into the cohomology of the base space of each real w-plane bundle. We state

here the facts which are known about this cohomology.

(1.5) Theorem. Let n be a positive integer and set

Wi = Wi(y") (i = 0, 1, ••■ , n).

Then,

H*(Gn; Zj) = Zi[Wi, W2, ■ ■ ■ , W.J.

For a proof see Chern [2] and Milnor [4].

(1.6) Theorem. Let p be an odd prime and set

Pi = Pi(y») mod p (* = 0, 1, • • • , [n/2]).

Then,

H*(Gn; Zp) = Zp[Pi, ■■-,$,} (q = [n/2]).
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This follows from the work of Borel (see [l]). As a consequence of

Theorem (1.6) we have(2)

(1.7) Theorem. Let 7?0 be the rational numbers and denote by p0 the co-

homology homomorphism induced by the inclusion Z—*R0. Set

P°i = Po(p,(7n)) (i = 0, 1, • • -, [n/2]).

Then,

H*(Gn; Ro) = Ro[pl, ■ ■ ■ , pl] (q = [n/2]).

2. Statement of results. We discuss the cohomology of the complexes Gn

from two points of view: first, we give results which partially characterize

the algebraic structure of the cohomology groups; and secondly, we give

mappings which isomorphically embed the cohomology of G„ into the co-

homology of simpler spaces.

We begin by describing certain cohomology(3) homomorphisms. Define

(2.1) Bi:Z2^Zi< Pj:Z-+Zj   (i = 1,2, •••;/= 2,3, •• •)

by

6i(l mod 2) = 2i~1 mod 2";       Pj(l) = 1 mod/.

Let 5* be the Bockstein coboundary associated with the exact sequence

2      pi
0-+Z->Z^>Zi-*0,

and set

(2.2) 0k = Pk&* (ft = 2,3, •••).

Recall that the coboundary /32 is a derivation—i.e., 0i(uv) =02(u)v+u02(v) for

any mod 2 cohomology classes u and v.

Now let n be a fixed positive integer and consider the cohomology ring

H*(G„; Zj). Since 0i is a derivation, the kernel of /32 is a subring of H*(G„; Zj).

In §3 we show that

(2.3) Proposition. Kernel /32 = P2©72 (vector space direct sum) where

Pi = Zi[w\, w\, ••- , w\q]    and    72 = Image 02.

Here Wi = Wi(yn) (7=1, 2, • • • , n) and q = [n/2]. Proposition 2.3 leads

to a description of the integral cohomology ring of G„.

(!) For an independent proof, see [4, XV].

(') If 6 is any coefficient group homomorphism, we will denote by the same symbol the

cohomology group homomorphism induced by 0.
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Theorem A. H*(Gn; Z)=P@T (group direct sum) where

P = Z[pi, ■ ■ • , pq] (pi = pi(yn)), T = ideal of torsion elements.

We next describe the cohomology of G„ with coefficients mod 2*, i

= 1, 2, • • • . We may regard H*(Gn; Zf) simply as a vector space over the

field Zi. Since B2 is a linear vector homomorphism, the kernel of B2 is a linear

subspace of H*(Gn;Z2). We obtain a direct sum (vector) splitting of H*(Gn; Zf)

by choosing a complement to Kernel B2. That is, we write

H*(Gn; Zi) = Kernel Bt ® Si (vector direct sum).

Let Pi be the summand defined in Proposition (2.3), and let Qi be the

summand of H*(Gn; Zf) spanned by all the monomials (in Wi, • ■ ■ , Wf) not

belonging to F2. Clearly, B2Q2EQt\ and hence, Image B2EQi- Thus, we may

choose the summand S2 so that Image B2(f)S2EQt- We assume that such a

choice has been made.

For each positive integer i define

•SV = 6i(S2),        F2* = o2'(T),

where F is given in Theorem A. S2< and F2< are each subgroups of H*(Gn',Z2<),

and we in fact have

Theorem B. H*(Gn; Z2i)=P2<®T2<®Si< (i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■) where

(a) P2< = p2<(F)=Z2.-[*i, ••-,*„];

(b) p2' maps T isomorphically onto F2>;

(c) Qi maps 52 isomorphically onto 52>.

Here Pi=pii(p1(yn)) (j=l, • • • , q), and the splitting is simply a module

splitting over the ring Z2>\ These results do not completely characterize the

cohomology of G„, since the algebraic structure of the rings T, T2< is not

given, nor is any information about S2, S? given. In a subsequent paper

Theorems A and B will be used to complete the characterization of H*(Gn; Z).

For the purpose of this paper, however, this lack of information is compen-

sated for in the following way.

Let F00 and P"^ be respectively the real and complex infinite dimen-

sional projective spaces. Let re be a fixed, positive integer, and set q= [re/2].

In §4 we define a real re-plane bundle £" over (F00)" (re-fold cartesian product)

and a real re-plane bundle «B over (FC0(C))« (g-fold cartesian product). Let

(2.4) /„: (/>-)» -> Gn,        gn: (P*(C))* -» Gn

be mappings which induce the respective bundles £", rj" from the universal

bundle y" over G„ (see 1.4). We then have the following results: consider the

cohomology homomorphisms/*, g* on the group H*(Gn; Z) (see Theorem A).
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Theorem A', (a) /* restricted to T is a monomorphism^), mapping T into

H*((P»)»; Z);
(b) g* restricted to P is a monomorphism, mapping P into 77*((P°°(Gj)q; Z).

Next, consider the homomorphisms /*, g* on the group

H*(Gn; -V), for * = 1, 2, • • • ; (see Theorem B).

Theorem B'. (a) /* restricted to T2'@S2i is a monomorphism, mapping

T2<®S2< into H*((P")n; Z2<);

(b) g* restricted to P2*' is a monomorphism, mapping P2*' into

H*((P°(C))°; Zi').

The original motivation for this research was to understand the result of

Wu (see [8] and Theorem C below). This led to the above results, and in

§10 we make use of Theorem B' to give a new proof of Wu's theorem. To

state this, let ^32 be the Pontrjagin square cohomology operation (see [6]),

and Sq' the Steenrod square cohomology operation (7 = 0, 1, - • • ). Let 02 and

8* he the operations defined respectively in (2.1) and (2.2). We then(5) have:

Theorem C (Wu). Let £ be a real n-plane bundle over a space X. Set

Wi=Wi(£) (7=1, 2, • • • , n), and p,=p}(£) (j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , [n/2]). Then,

(a) $2(F2<+i) = 04Sq2iW2i+i + B2(WiSq2iW2i+i);

(h) %(Wa) = PiPi + 82 {WiSq^W.i + JZ W2jW«-2~\.

The paper is organized as follows: in §3 we give the proof of Proposition

2.3, while in §§4, 5 we establish some facts about the cohomology of the spaces

(P°°)n and (P°°(C))5. In §6 we discuss the cohomology of a certain type of

space of which the complexes Gn are a special case. Finally, the proof of Theo-

rem A is given in §7, the proof of Theorem B in §8, the proofs of Theorems

A' and B' in §9, and the proof of Theorem C in §10.

I should like to thank Professor S. S. Chern for putting me in touch with

Wu's paper and for suggesting to me that a different proof of Wu's theorem

might be found.

3. A direct sum splitting of H*(Gn; Zj). The proof of Proposition 2.3 will

follow at once from a theorem about polynomial algebras. Let n be a positive

integer, and denote by Aln) the polynomial algebra over Z2 in indetermi-

nates _*i, • • • , wn with unit 1. Regarding A(n) as a vector space over Z2, we

(4) By monomorphism we mean a homomorphism whose kernel is zero.

(6) This statement of the theorem differs from that given by Wu, as he uses a slightly

different definition of the Pontrjagin classes. For an interesting application of the theorem see

R. Bott and J. Milnor, On the parallelizability of the spheres, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 64

(1958) pp. 87-89.
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assume in addition that A(n) has a linear endomorphism 8 with the following

properties:

(3.1) B(uv) = B(u)v + uB(v) u, v E A™;

(3.2) 00/3 = 0;

(3.3) B(wi) = w\,       B(wu) = wa+i   (lSiS[(n- l)/2]),

B(wf) = wiw„ (re even).

By 3.1 we see that B is a derivation. Thus, the kernel of 8 is a subring of

Ain); and Image 8 is an ideal in Kernel 8. Setting Kin) = Kernel 8 we then

have:

(3.4) Theorem. .K;<»> = P<»>©r(B) (vector space direct sum) where F(B)

= Zi[w\, w\, • • • , wL] and T{n)=Image 8 (q= [re/2]).

We first show how Theorem 3.4 implies Proposition 2.3. Let yB be the re-

plane bundle over G„ defined in 1.3, and let Wi, ■ ■ ■ , W„ be the Stiefel-

Whitney classes of y". Let 82 be the Bockstein coboundary defined in 2.2.

Then (see [8]),

Bi(Wa) = WiWu + Wn+i,       3i(W2i+i) = WiWu+i.

We make a change of basis for H*(GH; Z2) as follows (see [l]). For ISi

S[n/2], lSjS[(n-l)/2], set

(3.5) W*i = Wu       W*2i = Wa,       W*i+i = WiWu + Wa+i.

Clearly, we continue to have:

H*(Gn; Zi) = Zi\w\, ■ ■ ■ , W*n].

Furthermore,

Bi(W*i) = WT,       Bi(W*a) = W*a+i (lSiS[(n- l)/2]),

Bi(W*n) = W*W* (re even).

Thus, H*(Gn; Zf) with generators IF,*, • • • , IF* and linear homomorphism

Bi is a polynomial algebra of the type ACn) defined in 3.1-3.3. Since W2i= W*t,

Proposition 2.3 follows at once from Theorem 3.4.

The proof of Theorem 3.4 falls into 2 cases: re even and n odd. Suppose

first that re is an even integer, say n = 2q (gSl). The proof is then a conse-

quence of Theorem 2 in [7]. For setting

w2i = Xi,       wa+i = yi, (1 S i S q — 1),

Wi = «, w2q = v,
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we obtain the algebra 75, with the derivation 0*, considered in §3 of [7].

We now prove Theorem 3.4 for the case n = 2q— 1 (g^l). To simplify

the notation set A(2g)=A. We regard A(2q~u as the subspace, A', of A

spanned by all the monomials in wx, w2, • • • , w2,_i. Set 7 = ideal of A gener-

ated by w2g. Clearly, A =A'©7 (vector direct sum). Since 0w2q = WiW2q, it is

clear that 0(1) CI, 0(A')CA'. Let 0'=0 restricted to A'. Then,

Kernel 0' = Kernel 0 C\ A', Image 0' = Image 0C\ A'.

Since

(28) r     2 2 2        , 2(«-l)

P      f\ A   = Z2[w2, wit ■ ■ ■ , w2a_2J = P ,

we have proved Theorem 3.4 for the case n = 2g—1 and hence for all n.

4. The spaces (P°°)\ (P°°(C))?. In order to continue the study of the

cohomology of the complexes G„, we first study the cohomology of two simpler

spaces, stating here some well-known results (e.g., see [4]).

We have noted earlier that when n — 1, then Gi = Pm, the infinite real

projective space, and that the canonical 1-plane bundle 71 over P°° has Stiefel-

Whitney class

WW) = 1 + a,

where a generates 771(Pa'; Zj).

Let n be a fixed positive integer. We will need the characteristic classes

of a certain bundle £" over (P°°)B; that is, the w-fold cartesian product of the

space PM. Let ir,: (P00)"—>PM be the 7th projection map. Let 7} be the bundle

over (P°°)n induced by x, from 71, and let a, = 7rf(a) (7= 1, 2, • • • , n). Define

(4.1) { = 71© • • • 0 7n.

Then, (see [4, VI]),

(4.2) Wi(%n)=ffi, the ith elementary symmetric function in the classes

-1, • • • , a„.

In order to determine the Pontrjagin classes of £n we first determine the

Chern classes of i£, the complexification of £". By reasoning very similar to

that used to prove (4.2), one shows that

(4.3) Ci(%")=Ti, the ith elementary symmetric function in the classes

bi, ■ ■ ■ , bn, where 6l = 6*(al).

Therefore, by Definition 1.1 we have:

(4-4) Pi(?) = r«,

since—T2,- = r2,-.

We now look at P°°(Cj, the infinite complex projective space. In a way

entirely analogous to 1.3 one defines a canonical complex 1-plane bundle
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u1 over Pa(Q. Also, c(a)l) = l+d, where d is the canonical generator of

H2(PX(C); Z). As is well known, H*(Pa(C); Z) is a polynomial ring in the

class d.

Let re again be a fixed integer > 1; set re = 2q+€, where € = 0 or 1. As above

let 7ry: (Pa,(C))q —> PK(Q be the projection map on the jth factor

fj = l, 2, • • • , q). Let d,=irj(d). Then, H*((P°°(C))«; Z) is a polynomial ring
in the classes dx, ■ ■ • , d„. Let co) be the complex 1-plane bundle over (Px(C))q

induced from co1 by ir, (see 1.4 in the complex case). Then, exactly as in (4.2),

one has

(4.5) Cj(6") =p.j, the jth elementary symmetric function in the classes

di, ■ ■ ■ , da, where 0«=co}© • • • ©wj.

Let 6% be the real 2g-plane bundle obtained from 6". Using Theorem (1.2)

one obtains

(4.6) pi(8qR)=Vi, the ith elementary symmetric function in the classes

d\, ■ • ■ , d2.

The purpose of introducing the complex (P'°(C))'> is to study the co-

homology of G„. To this end we introduce a real re-plane bundle r\n over

(P°C(C))« by defining

g
(Or, if re = 2q,

(4.7) V" =  < q
\dR®Tl,       if re = 2q + 1

where t1 is the trivial real 1-plane bundle over (FCC(C))3. We then have:

(4.8) Lemma. *(t;b) =*(0£), W(r) = W(6%).

The proof follows at once from the multiplicative properties of the

Pontrjagin and Stiefel-Whitney classes.

(4.9) Corollary. pi(-nn) = Vi (see 4.6).

5. Cohomology operations and characteristic classes. From the stand-

point of applications it is obviously very useful to have as many relations as

possible between the various characteristic classes. It is the purpose of this

section to exhibit such relations. These are known results, but we give simple

proofs based on the methods of [4].

(5.1) Theorem. Let fB be a real n-plane bundle, and let p2 be the cohomology

homomorphism induced by the factor map Z-^Zi. Then, (see [9]),

Ptipiir)) = wuiry (isis [»/2]).

Proof. As is the case for any theorem concerning characteristic classes, it

suffices to prove the theorem in the universal case fn = yn, the canonical re-

plane bundle over G„. Let *,-, Wj be the respective characteristic classes for

the bundle yB.
In §4 we defined an re-plane bundle £" over (F°°)n and calculated its char-
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acteristic classes in 4.2 and 4.4. Using the notation of 4.2, we stated a well

known fact (e.g., see [4, VII]) which we will need later.

(5.2) Lemma. Let /„ be a map from (P°°)n to Gn which induces £". Then,

f* maps H*(Gn; Zi) monomorphically into H*((P°°)n; Zj); the image of f*

is Zi[ffi, • • • , o»].

Our goal is to show that Pi(pj) = W\x. We do this by making a calculation

in the bundle £". We write

P.(£") = JZ5*(aj).5*(a2,-),

Wn(Zn) = JZ ai • • • a2i,

where the summation indicates that we are taking respective symmetric

functions with the indicated elements as first terms. It follows that

P2pi(£n) = JZ P2_*(ai) • • • p25*(a2l)

= JZ ftfai) • • • £*(<*«)
E2 2ai • • • a2i.

Here we have used the fact that 02 = Sq1, and Sq1(u)=u2 when dimension

„ = 1. But (see 4.2),

(W2i({))   = (JZ ai ■ ■ • a2l)  = JZ ai • • ■ a2i,

since 2a, = 0 (j=l, ■ • ■ , n). Thus,

p2Pi(^) = Wn(Z»)2 (ISiS [n/2]).

Now,

/nP2(p.)   =  P2p.(rt, /n(W2,-)2  =   Wii(tA

Therefore, /*[Pi(pj) — W\j\ =0. But by 5.2, /* is a monomorphism. Conse-

quently,

0i(pj) = wit,

as was to be proved.

Now, let _n be an M-dimensional complex plane bundle; and denote by

_! the real 2w-dimensional plane bundle determined by co". We then have the

following result (see [9]):

(5.3) Theorem. p2(c,-(_n)) = Wu((anB) (i = l, ■ ■ ■ , n).

Proof. We use the formula stated in Theorem 1.2: namely,

P,'(~«)   =   (Ci(co ))    + JZ (-1)      2Cf(u )C2<_,(_  ).
y-o
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Thus,

P2(*.(coR)) = Pi(Ci(o> ))    =  (pid(w ))  .

Using 5.1, we have

(IF2,(co«))2 = &>*<(«" ))*.

The fact that this implies

Wu(uR) = p2c,(co ),

follows at once using the universal bundle over (P0O(C))n; the details are left

to the reader.

The relations between characteristic classes obtained so far have used

only the coefficient group homomorphism p2. In order to get further relations

on the classes Wi, we must use cohomology operations defined on cohomology

classes mod 2. We will use two types of such operations: the Steenrod squares

and the Pontrjagin square.

For future reference we state a special case of a result of Wu:

(5.4) Theorem (Wu). Let Sq{ be the Steenrod square mapping Hq(X; Zf)

to Hq+i(X; Zf). Let f be an n-plane bundle. Then,

Sq<Wi+i(t;) = £, WMWttvM.
y-o

In §10 we will determine the Pontrjagin square on the classes Wj. Here

we prove a special case which will be needed in that section:

(5.5) Theorem. Let co" be a complex n-plane bundle. Let ty2 be the Pontrjagin

square mapping H2q(X; Zf) to Hiq(X; Zf). Let pi, 62 be the homomorphisms de-

fined ire §2. Then,

Vt(W«(f*l)) = p«(*,(«b)) + »i[ £ Wij(uR)Wti-ij(c*R)].

Proof. We need the following fact about the Pontjragin square (see [6,

Theorem I and 2.1]).

(5.6) Let uEH2q(X; Z). Then, tyiPt(u) = Pi(u2).
Now, let c = c(wn), P = P(o)r), W=W(unR). By 5.3, pt(d)-Wu. Thus,

(5.7) tyi(Wu) = tyi(pi(d)) = Pi(c\).

Recalling Theorem 1.2, we know
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Pi(cj) = Pi(pj) - PJJZ (—1)' '2cj-Cii-A.

Let tj2 be induced by the factor map Z4—>Z2. Then,

2p4 = B2rjiPi = BiQi.

Thus,

± 2pi(cjCii-j) = BiPi(cjCa-j) = 6i(Pi(cj)P2(c2i-jj) = Bi(W2jWu-ij).

Consequently,

(5.8) Pi(cj) = Pi(pj) + Bi ( JZ W2jW^2i\.

Combining 5.7 and 5.8 we have our result.

6. The cohomology of certain spaces. In order to continue the study of

the cohomology of the complexes Gn, we digress to study the cohomology of

a general class of spaces which includes the spaces G„. That is, we study spaces

X with the property that if 7 denotes the torsion subgroup of 77* (X; Z), then

there is a prime number p such that pT = 0. We see by [l, Theorem 24.7],

that the complexes Gn are examples of such a space, with p = 2.

We need a bit of notation which we will keep throughout this section.

Let X be a fixed space of the type described above. Set

A = H*(X; Z),        An = H*(X; Zj),       (n = 2, 3, • • • ).

Let p„ be the homomorphism of A to An induced by the factor map Z—+Zn.

Let j8o be the coboundary associated with the exact sequence

(6.1) 0->Z-tz^Zp->0.

Set 0n=pno 0o, and notice that

(6.2) /3J,o/8p = 0,       i3poP?=0.

Using the exactness of 6.1 together with 6.2, the following facts are easily

proved.

(6.3) Lemma. Let TCA be the torsion subgroup of A. Then pp restricted to

T is a monomorphism mapping T into AP.

(6.4) Lemma.

0o(AP) = T.

(6.5) Lemma.

Pp(T) = Image 0P C AP;       Pp(A) = Kernel 0P C Ap.
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Now, Ap may be regarded as a vector space over ZP. Since Bp is a homo-

morphism of Ap into itself, Kernel Bp is a linear subspace of Ap; set Vp

= Kernel 8P. By 6.5, Vp = pp(A). Since Ap is a vector space, Vp is a direct

summand; let Sp be a complement to Vp. That is,

(6.6) AP=VP®SP,

as a vector space.

Let i be a fixed integer SI. Our goal is to determine the structure of

Api = H*(X; Zp*). Let di be the homomorphism from Ap to Ap< induced by

the homomorphism from ZP to Zj which sends 1 mod p into *<_1 mod *'. Set

VP* = pAA),       Sp< = 6i(SP).

Then,

(6.7) Theorem. Ap<= Vp^Sp* (group direct sum).

We precede the proof by several lemmas. To begin with, consider the

commutative diagram

*      Pp
(*) 0->Z^Z^>Zp->0

ii   lr **
** Ppi(**) 0 -> Z ?-> Z -A Zj -> 0.

Let Bo, 50 be the Bockstein coboundary operators associated respectively with

the exact sequences (*) and (**). By the commutativity of the diagram one

has

(6.8) Bo = Sodi.

We use this to show:

(6.9) Lemma.

VP< r\ SP< = 0.

Proof. Let uEVjC^Sp*; i.e., u=ppi(x) for xEA, and w = eF(y), for yESp.

Therefore,

5o(u) = 8oPp'(x) = 0,

by the exactness of (**). But we also have,

50(m) = Wily) = Bo(y), by 6.8.

Thus Bo(y)=0. Therefore, 8p(y) =PpB0(y)=0. That is, yGKernel BP=VP.

However, by hypothesis, yESp, and by 6.6, Vpr\Sp = 0. Therefore, y = 0 and

hence u = 6i(y) =0; this completes the proof.
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One obtains similarly,

(6.10) Lemma. 80 maps Sp* isomorphically onto T.

As an immediate consequence we have

(6.11) Lemma, di is an isomorphism mapping Sp onto Sp*.

We now give the proof of Theorem 6.7. Notice that 50(^4P') CT. Thus, by

Lemma 6.10, we may define an inverse to 50 restricted to Sp*. Let to'- 7—>5P<

be the inverse; i.e., Soto = identity. For any uCAp*, set W2 = eo5o(w). Then,

8o(u — uj) = d0(u) — 5o«o5o(«) = 5o(w) — do(u) = 0.

Thus, by exactness of (**), u — u2 = pPi(v) lor some vCA. That is, u — u2C Vp*.

Set Ui = u — u2. Then,

u = ui + u2, Mi G Vp*, u2 G Sp*.

Since Sp*r\Vp> = 0, this splitting is unique. Thus, Ap*= VP*®SP* as was as-

serted.
7. The proof of Theorem A. Denote by P the subring of H*(Gn; Z) gen-

erated by pi, • • • , pq. We first show that P is in fact a polynomial ring. Let

7?0 be the rational numbers, and let p0 be the cohomology homomorphism

induced by the inclusion ZCRo- Let <p be a polynomial in Z[xi, • ■ • , xq] and

suppose that <p(pi, • • • > P«) =0. We show that 0 = 0. Let <t>o be the image of

<p in 7?o[xi, • • • , xq]. Then, 0 = p0(<p(pi, • • • , pj))=fa(pi, ■ • • , p°). But by
Theorem 1.7, this implies that (po —0. Now the injection Z[xi, • • • , xq]

—*7?o[xi, • • • , xq] is a monomorphism. Thus, <p = 0; and hence, P is a poly-

nomial ring.

Since every element of P has infinite order, it is clear that PC\T = 0.

Thus, Theorem A is proved when we show

(7.1) Lemma. Let uCH*(Gn; Z). Then, there are elements wiGP, u2CT

such that u = Ui+u2.

To prove this consider the exact sequence

(7.2) 0-^TAn*(Gn;Z)^H*(Gn;Ro),

where i is the inclusion homomorphism. It follows from Theorem (1.7) that

for any class uCH*(G„; Z) we have

Po(m) = <KPi, • •' , P«),

where <pG7?o[*i, • • • , xq]. If </> = 0, then uCT by the exactness of sequence

(7.2). Suppose then that cp f_0. Let ffli, • • • , _jv be the nonzero coefficients of

fa where each a, is a rational number written in lowest form. Set

dt = denominator of the fraction a,,
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and let

m = least common multiple of di, • • • , dw.

Then, mah ma2, ■ ■ • , maN are all integers. Furthermore, if * is a prime num-

ber dividing m, then:

(7.3)  There is at least one integer mai which p does not divide.

Let ip = mcp; then yp has integer coefficients and may be regarded as an

element of Z[xi, • • • , x,]. Let

«i = iK*i, • • •. *»)•
Clearly,

Po(wi) = 4>(Pu ■ • ■ , Pt) = mcf>(pi, •••,*,)= tnpoiu).

Therefore, p0(mu — ui) =0. Hence, by the exactness of the sequence (7.2),

there is a class UiET such that

mu = ui + Ui.

The proof of Lemma (7.1) consists simply in showing that f» = l. Suppose,

to the contrary, that m contains a prime factor *. Let p„ be the cohomology

homomorphism induced by the reduction Z-*ZP. Then, pp(mu) =0; i.e.,

(7.4) Pp(ui) + Pp(ui) = 0.

We must consider two cases:

Case I. *>2. Then, pp(tt2)=0, since 2F = 0. Hence, (7.4) implies that

PP(ui)=0. Recall that ui=\p(pi, • • • , pf). Now by (7.3), the polynomial ip

has at least one coefficient which is not divisible by *. Thus, ^p^0, where

ipp denotes the image of \p in Zp[xi, • • ■ , xt]. But,

PP(«i) = PpiHpu    • • » *«)) = tpiPi, • • •. Pt),

where *, = pP(*,). From Theorem (1.6) we see that i£,,(*i, • • • , *4)^0. Thus,

pp(ui)^0, which is a contradiction. Consequently, m is not divisible by any

odd prime.
Case II. * = 2. Then, (7.4) implies that

p2(«i) = Pi(uf).

Now from Theorem (5.1) and Proposition (2.3) it is clear that p2(P)=Pi.

Also, by Lemma (6.5), Pi(T) = F2. Hence, pi(ui)EPi^T2. But by Proposition

(2.3), P2nF2 = 0. Thus, pi(uf) =0. But now the same argument as that given

in Case I may be used to obtain a contradiction—using Theorem (1.5) in

this case instead of Theorem (1.6), (together with the fact that p2(*,-) = W\fj.

Hence, assuming that the integer m contains a prime factor always leads to

a contradiction. Therefore, m=l, which proves Lemma (7.1) and hence

Theorem A.
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8. The proof of Theorem B. Let us apply the results of §6 to the group

H*(Gn;Z2*)(i = l,2, ■ ■ •). As in §2 we may choose a summand S2 of 77*(Gn;Zj)

such that

H*(Gn; Zi) = Kernel 02 © S2 (vector direct sum).

Thus, by Theorem 6.7, we have

77*(G„; Zi*) = V2' © Si*,

where V2*=pi*(H*(Gn; Zj), S2* = 6i(Sj), and the direct sum is a module split-

ting over the ring Z2*. Now, from Theorem A (and Lemma 6.5) it is clear

that V2*=pi*(P)®pi*(T)=p2*(P)®T2*. From Lemma 6.11 we have that di

maps S2 isomorphically onto S2*; and from Lemma 6.3 it follows that p2*

maps T isomorphically onto 72'. Thus, Theorem B is proved when we show

that Pi*(P) is a polynomial ring in p2*(pj), • • • , Pi'(pj) (q= [n/2]). But that

follows at once from Theorem A and the fact that 27 = 0.

Before going on to the proofs of Theorems A' and B', we remark one more

property of the groups 77*(G„; Z2*) which will be needed in §10. When 7=1

we have the splitting

H*(Gn;Zj) = Pi® Ti ®Si,

given by Theorem B. Let di be the homomorphism defined in 2.1. From

Lemma 6.11, we know that 0, maps 52 isomorphically onto S2* (i=l,2, ■ • ■ ).

(8.1) Lemma. 0,-(r2)=O, 0,-(P2)CP2< (7 = 2, 3, • • • ).

Proof. We use the following fact: let 772' be the factor homomorphism

Z2*-*Zi. Then,

B<r,2*(u) = 2i-1(~), u C H*(X; Zi*).

Thus,

Bi(Tj) = 6iPi(T) = 6irn*Pi*(T) = 2<-I72'' = 0,

since i ^ 2 and 2 721' = 0.

Similarly, di(Pj) = 2'_1P2«-1; which completes the proof of the lemma.

9. The proofs of Theorems A' and B'.

Proof of Theorem A', (a) We are to show that /* restricted to T is a

monomorphism; i.e., given uCT such that/*(„)=0, we are to show that

« = 0. Letp2 be the factor map defined in 2.1. Then, sincef*(u) =0, p2f$(n) =0.

But p2 is natural; thus, f*p2(u)=0. Now, by 5.2, /* is a monomorphism on

H*(Gn; Zj). Therefore, p2(w)=0. But by Lemma 6.3, this implies that u=0.

(b) This follows at once from Corollary (4.9) and the fact that

P = Z[pi, • • • , pq].

Proof of Theorem B'. (a) We give the proof in 2 parts. First, if uCT2*

andf%(u)=0, then the fact that w = 0 follows by an argument entirely similar
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to (a) above. Suppose, secondly, that uES? and /*(«) = 0. We are to show

that u = 0. Since uES2', by definition u = 6i(v) ior some class vESi. Thus,

/*(«)=0 implies f*8i(v) =0; i.e., by naturality, 6if*(v)=0. Now consider the

following commutative diagram,

2'-1        p2'--'

(*) 0->Z->Z   ->Z2'--i->0

II- "4- Pi      I Pi'

(**) 0-> Zi-> z2<-> Z2'-'-> 0,

where £ is the natural factor map. Let 50 be the coboundary associated with

upper exact sequence, and 52 the coboundary associated with the lower exact

sequence. By commutativity we have,52 = p250. Since Oif*(v) =0, by the exact-

ness of (**) we have/*(w) =52(w), for some class wEH*((P")n; Zi'-1); hence,

fniv)=P^oiiv). Therefore,

Biftiv)  = BiPiSoiw) = 0,

since /S2p2 = 0. Thus, by naturality, f*B2(v) =0. But, by 5.2, /* maps Ai iso-

morphically into H*((P°°)»; Zf). Thus, 82(v) = 0; i.e., i>£Kernel B2. But, by

hypothesis, vESi. From §2 we know Kernel /32F\52 = 0; hence v = 0. Therefore,

u = di(v) =0, as was to be proved.

The proof of Theorem B'(b) is entirely similar. We leave the details to

the reader.

10. The proof of Theorem C. We begin by giving some of the properties

of the Pontrjagin square cohomology operation. This is a mapping ty2 from

H"(X; Zi) to H2q(X; Zf), with the following properties:

(10.1) tyif*=f*tyi, where/* is induced by a map/.

(10.2) t]2ty2(u)=u2, where uEHq(X; Zf) and n2 is induced by the factor

homomorphism Z^-^Zi.

(10.3) tyi(u+v)=ty2(u)+tyi(v)+9i(uv), where u, vEH2q(X; Zf) and 8, is

defined in 2.1.

(10.4) tyi(u)=BA,Sq2q(u)+eiSq2qBi(u), where uEH2q+\X; Zf), and 8n

= p„5* (see 2.2).

(10.5) $2 (uv) = tyi (u) ty2 (v) + 92 [Sq2' (u) (v82 (v)) + (reft (u)) Sq2' (v) ], where

uEH2'+l(X; Zi), vEH2'+^(X; Zf).

The above properties are proved as follows: 10.1, 10.3 in [6, Theorem I];

10.2 in [6, Theorem II]; 10.4 in [6, Proposition 7.7] and 10.5 in [6, p. 75].
With the exception of 10.4, they are also noted by Wu in [8].

As usual, it suffices to prove the theorem in the universal case, where

£»_-<y"( tne w.plane bundle over G„. We prove part (a) of Theorem C by first

observing some facts:
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(10.6) 0i(Wi^j) = WiWu+i.

(10.7) Sq'(uv) = SqT(u)v + Sqr~1(u)02(v), ii dimension v = 1.

(10.8) If u, v C H*(X; Zj),    then    82(u U 02(v)) = B2(02(u) KJ v).

(10.9) W+1 = 0 (r = 0, 1, • ■ • ).

Now by 10.4,

^i(Wii+i) = BtSq^Wa+j) + 6>Sq2i0i(Wii+i).

Using 10.6-10.9 we have

8iSq2%(Wii+i) = BiSq2i(WiWii+i)

= ^"(^WO^i + Sq2i-1(W2i+j)0i(Wj)l

= Bi[WiSq2i(Wn+i)] + 02[j82-'g2'-1(I^2,+i)^i]

= B2[WiSq2i(Wii+i)].

Thus,

MWa+J) = /W(HWi) + 8i(WiSq2iW2i+j),

as was to be proved.

To prove part (b) of Theorem C we proceed as follows: by 10.2 we know

that

V2^i(W2i) = (W2i)2.

By 5.1, we have

Pi(pi) = (w2i)2:

But, p2 = ij2P4, where rj2 is the factor map in the exact sequence

(*) 0-*Zi->Zt->Zi->0.

Thus,

V*[V*(WU) - Pi(pj)} = 0.

Consequently, by the exactness of (*) there is a class XCH*(G„; Zj) such that

(10-10) y*(Wu) = Pi(pi) + di(X).

From Theorem B we have

X= Xi + Xi + Xz (XiCP^XiCTi.XsCSi);

andby8.1,02(X2)=O;thus,

<1(Ul) B2(X) = 82(Xj) + B2(Xj).

We prove Theorem C by determining the classes 02(Xi) and 62(X3).
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(10.12) Lemma.

02(Xi) = 0

6i(X3) = eJwiSq^Wu + £ WifWw1.

Proof. We first obtain the class 82(Xf). Let £B be the bundle over (P°°)B

defined in 4.1. Let/: (F00)"—>G„ be the map which induces £n from yn. Then,

(10.13) f*iWi) = ai,      f*iPi)=m,

(see 4.2 and 4.4). We compute the operation tyi in H*((PK)n; Zf).

(10.14) Lemma.

tyi((Tii)   =  Pl(Tii)  + di     0-lSq2'"S0-u  +   X O-ijO-U-ij      .

The proof is given at the end of this section. We use Lemma 10.14 to com-

pute the class di(Xf). By 10.10 we have:

f*tyi(Wa) =/*p<(*.) +f*6i(X).

Using 10.11, 10.13, and the fact that tyi, p4 and 02 are cohomology operations,

it follows that

(10.15) tyi(au) = Pi(nf) + 6i(f*Xf) + 62(f*X3).

Comparing 10.14 and 10.15 we see that

(10.16) 62(f*Xi) + 6i(f*Xf) = 8i\aiSq2i-io-n + £ <r2ycr4.-2yl.

We first show

(10.17) 6i(f*Xi) = 0.

Since XxEPi this is a consequence of the fact that

6i(Pi) = 0,

where P2=f*(Pf). To show this recall that Pi = p2(P). Therefore,

8i(Pf) = 6i(f*Pi) = 8i(f*Pi(P)) = 8iPi(f*(P)).

But,

8ipi = SiTjipi = 2p4.

Thus,

OiPiifiP)) = 2p4(/*F) = P4(2/*(P).
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Since/*(P) C77*((PM)»; Z) and 2H*((P")n; Z) =0, we have

8i(P2) = 6iPi(f*(P)) = Pi(2f*(P)) = 0,

which proves 10.17. From 10.13 we have that /*(Wj) =<Ji. Using this, to-

gether, with 10.16, 10.17, we have

(10.18) /* U2(Xj) - 82 (wiSq^-Wii + JZ W2]W^2X\ = 0.

Consider the direct sum splitting given in Theorem B. By hypothesis,

XsCSi. But clearly, (WiSq*™Wu+ £J_J WvWu^j)&Tt®St. This follows
from Theorem  (5.4), the choice of  the summand 52, and  the fact  that

Pi = Zi[W\, ■ ■ ■ , Wl]. Thus,

021"*-, - (wiSq^-Wu + JZ WiiWa-iX] C St,

since 02(72) = O, 02(52)=54, by 8.1 and 6.11. Finally, using 10.18 we have,

02 |V3) - (wiSq^-Wa + JZ WitWii-iX] = 0,

since/* is a monomorphism on St by Theorem B' (a). Thus, the class Oi(Xj)

is determined in Lemma 10.12.

We have left to show that Oi(Xj) = 0 to complete the proof of Lemma

10.12 and hence of Theorem C. To do this we use the model complex (Pm(C))«,

where q= [n/2]. Let g: (P°°(C))'1—+G„ he the map which induces the bundle

ij" over (Pa(C))9 (see 4.7). Let

Wi(r) = w(,       p,(vn) = fi (i = 0, 1, • • • ).

Then, by 4.8, we have

W{ = Wi(8qR),        p, = Pi(8l),

where 6" is the complex g-plane bundle over (P°°(C))9 defined in 4.5.

Using Theorem 5.5 we have

(10.19) ^2(^2.)  = P4(P.) + 6 J JZ WnW4i-2X

But,

Wi = g*Wi,       Pi = g*Pi.

Therefore, applying g* to 10.10, we obtain:

(10.20) %(Wti) = Pt(pj) + 8t(g*Xj) + 8i(g*Xj).
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Comparing 10.19 and 10.20, we see that:

(10.21) 6i(g*Xi) + 8i(g*Xf) =8i(2Z WijWu-aX

Now, by 10.12,

8i(g*X3) = g*9i(Xz) = eJwiSqV-Wa + 2Z WijWu-iX

But, Wi = 0. Therefore,

8i(g*Xi) = g*82(Xi) = 0, by 10.21.

Now, by hypothesis, XiEP2; hence, 8i(Xf)EPi, by 8.2. But, by Theorem

B'(b), g* restricted to Pi is a monomorphism. Thus, g*(02Xi)=O implies

that 8i(Xf)=0, as was asserted in 10.12. This, then, completes the proof of

Lemma 10.12 and hence of Theorem C.

Proof of Lemma 10.14. The proof proceeds by induction on the integer re,

the dimension of the bundle y". When n — 1, (P°°)" = P°°. But H*(PX; Zf)

= Z2[oi]. Thus, cr2l = T2t = 0 (is 1). Hence, both sides of 10.14 are zero and the

lemma is true for re=l. Now, let re be a fixed integer >1. Suppose that we

have proved Lemma 10.14 for all integers j<n. We prove the lemma for

the integer re; and hence, by induction, for all integers. Let q: (PK)n—*(P'°)n-1

be the map defined by q(xi, ■ ■ ■ , x„_i, x„) = (xi, • • • , x„_i)(x,(EP°°). Then,

q* maps if*((P°0)"-1; Zf) isomorphically into H*((P")n; Zi). We agree to

identify FT*((P°°)B_1; Zf) with its image under q*; i.e., we set

#*((P»)n-i. Za) = Z2[au . . . t ttn_1]j (see 4-1)i

Let £*n~l be the bundle over (P°°)" induced by q from £B_1. Clearly

w,(t-J) = q*Wi(rl) = o*,

,  *n-l *       ,   n-l, *

*i(£     ) = q *.(£   ) = ra,

where cr* is the ith elementary symmetric function in ax, ■ ■ ■ , an-i and r*

is the jth elementary symmetric function in bi, • • ■ , bn-i (c>i = 5*(a,)). Using

the monomorphism q* we identify W^""1) with a* and *,(£n_1) with t*.

Thus, by 10.14 and the inductive hypothesis we have

r »— i ~i

(10.22) tyi(o-a) = Pt(Tii) + 8i   criSq2'~1ai, + 2*, o-ijcru-ij   •
,-o J

Now, let Oi, (resp. Ty), be the symmetric functions in ax, • • ■ , an (resp.

bi, ■ ■ • , bn) as before. Then, it is easily verified that

* * * *
(10.23) ai =  CT,_lO„ +  CTi, Tj  =   Tj-lbn + Tj
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for i,j = 0, 1, • - • . Here we adopt the convention that

C-l = T_l = (Tn+l = f„+i = 0.

Combining 10.23 and 10.3 we obtain,

* _ _ _
^2(<r2i) = \^i(<rn-ian) + '^2(0-2*) + 02(a2,_icr2ia„).

By 10.5,

* *
%(<Tii-iaj) = $2(o-2,--i)$2(an)

+ 02,A75'-v2*_i(an/32(a„)) + T2*-i(/W_i)6V(an)].

Thus,

(10.24) $,(<r„) = ^i(a*ii-j)^i(an) + y2(o*a)

+ di[Sq2'-2o-nJ(an0i(an)) + a2,_t(/32a2i_t)6'g0(a„)
*      *      -.

+ (a2i_io-2i)anJ.

We prove Lemma 10.14 by analysing the right hand side of 10.24 term by

term. Since a*J_i = H72J_i(£*n-1), by Theorem C (a) we have

(10.25) <PS(a_-i) = pW~V_-l) + 8i(o*iSq2i-2<T*2i-j).

By methods similar to those in §5, one may easily show

(a) 5*Sq^-2(o*ii-j) = (rt,-_i),

(10.26) * *
(b) BtSq^ViiA = p4(r2l_i).

Next, consider the term fyi(aj) in the expression 10.24.

(10.27) ^(an) = Pi(bn).

Proof. Since a„ is 1-dimensional (and hence odd), 10.4 gives

^i(aj) = 04Sq°(an) + BjSq^Biaj) = j8«(o,) + 02<32(an)

since Sg° = identity. But 0t = p4S* and 8*(aj)=bn. Also, 02/32 = O by exactness.

Thus,

$2(a„) = Pi8*(aj) + 8i8i(aj) = Pi(b„),

as was asserted.

Finally, let uCH*(X; Zj) and vCH*(X; Z) for any space X. Then, as is
easily shown,

(10.28) 82(u)Pi(v) = 82(uP2(v)).
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Combining 10.25 through 10.28 we have

(10.29) tyi(o*a-i)tyi(an) = Pi(*ii-ibn) + 6i[(o*iSq2i-2aii-i)Bi(an)},

since p2(c>n) =p26*(o„) =/32(an). Thus, combining 10.24, 10.29, and using the

induction hypothesis 10.22 we have:

tyi(<Ta) = Pi(th) + 8i[(criSq2i-2crii-i)Bi(an) + <riSq2i~lcrii + ^T, <rv<ru-y

(10.30)
* *       * * * "1

+ (Sq2i-2a-ii-i)(a„y + cr x(cTn-x)2an + <r2,-i<72,a„J.

Here we have used the following facts:

2 3

(a) a„(8i(an)) = an(af) = an;

(b) CTi:-l(BiCTii-l)  =  Oii-l(o-l(Jii-l)   =  cri(<r2,_i)2;

* *
(c) Tii-lbn  + T2i  =   T2i.

Comparing 10.30 and 10.14 we see that Lemma 10.14 is proved when we show

(a) 8i[<rxSq     o-ii-X)Bi(an) + (Sq      an-X)(an)

+  CTl(cTii-l)2an  +  CTl(Sq2i-XCTix)

= 8i[aiSq2<-lo-n - (Sq2<-lat)an};

r *=»   *   * *      *    "I
(b) di     2-i aijcru-ij + cr2i_i<r2,a„

= 02    2 aijou-ij — (Sq2i~lo-ii)an   .

The proof of this is a simple mechanical verification using 10.23, 10.7 and

Theorem 5.5. We leave the details to the reader.

11. Appendix. The oriented case. So far in this paper we have considered

only the unoriented Grassmann complexes. We remark here an analogous

result for the oriented Grassmann complexes, Gn (re = 2, 3, • • • ). Let yn be

the classifying bundle over G„ which is the analogue of yn, and let q be a

positive integer.

(12.1) Theorem, (a) H*(Giq+i; Z)=P®T, where P = Z [pu •■-,*„]

and T = ideal of torsion elements, (b) H*(Giq; Z)=P*®T*, where P*

= Z[pi, • • ■ , pq-i, X] and T* = ideal of torsion elements.

Here*,= *,(yB) and X is the Euler class of the bundle y2q (see [4, VIII]).

The proof of the theorem is very similar to the proof of Theorem A given in
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§7. We use the analogues of Theorems (1.5)—(1.7) for the oriented case (see

[l] and [4]), together with Corollary 1 of [7]. The details are left to the

reader.
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